
Engaging the crowd in 
recording & managing IAS 
The use of smartphone applications for IAS 
recording & management  registration 



  

  

  



  

  

  







Benefits of apps for IAS programmes 

collect data more efficiently and accurately 
swift reporting  highly suitable for EWRR   
photograph submission  verified citizen science 
involving the public in invasive species recording and 

management 
engage an audience outside of the biological recording 

community  (?) contribute to awareness raising 
avoid potential errors in data transcription and the loss of data 

forms 
easy and fast inclusion in online dbases 
infiltrate parts of the globe where other infrastructure is 

absent 
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IAS dedicated apps in Europe 



smartphone app recorded species country / region database  operating system  

AGIIR (Alerter & Gérer les Insectes Invasifs et/ou 

Ravageurs) 
invasive insects/ pests France   Android 2.2+ 

Ambrosia Alert common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) Netherlands Natuurkalender Android 2.1+ 

Ambrosia Melder common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) Netherlands Nationale Databank Fauna en Flora (NL) iOS 7.0+ 

Ambrosia SCOUT common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) Germany, Brandenburg, Berlin 
Ambrosia Atlas, internal database of the Freie 

Universität Berlin 
iOS 4.3+, Android 2.1+ 

AquaInvaders invasive freshwater aquatic animal species United Kingdom Indicia and iRecord, Biological Records Centre iOS 5.0+, Android 4.0.3+ 

Ash Tag Ash dieback (Chalara fraxinea) United Kingdom   Android 2.0+ 

The SMARTER Ambrosia Reporter 
common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) 

and the leaf beetle (Ophraella communa) 
Europe   iOS 7.0+ 

IAS – ESS (invadr for ias-ess.org) invasive species United Kingdom, world internal iOS 5.0+, Android 2.2+ 

IFI Invasives (Inland Fisheries Ireland) invasive aquatic species Ireland Internal, Biological Records Centre Android 2.2+ 

Invasives Ireland invasive species Ireland National Biodiversity Data Centre iOS 5.0+, Android 4.0+ 

iRecord Ladybirds 
Ladybird species, invasive harlequin ladybird 

(Harmonia axyridis) 
United Kingdom iRecord  iOS 6.0+, Android 4.0.3+ 

IUCN MedMIS invasive marine species 
Europe, Mediterranean Marine Protected 

Areas (MPAs) 

Marine Mediterranean Invasive Alien Species 

Database (Mamias) 
iOS 6.0+, Android 4.0+ 

iWaterplant Invasive aquatic plants Netherlands Nationale Databank Fauna en Flora (NL) iOS 7.0+ 

JKC (Japanese Knotweed Control) invasive plants United Kingdom internal iOS 4.3+, Android 2.1+ 

korina (Koordinationsstelle für Invasive Neophyten 

in Schutzgebieten Sachsen-Anhalts) 
invasive plants Germany, Saxony-Anhalt internal iOS 7.0+, Android 2.3+ 

LeafWatch 
invasive Horse Chestnut Leaf-miner 

(Cameraria ohridella) 
United Kingdom internal iOS 3.0+, Android 1.1+ 

PlantasInvasoras invasive plants Portugal internal Android 2.3+ 

PlantTracker invasive plants United Kingdom 
iRecord, verified data onto the National Biodiversity 

Network's Gateway 
iOS 3.0+, Android 2.2+ 

SealifeTracker marine invasive species United Kingdom Indicia, Biological Records Centre iOS 5.0+, Android 4.0.3+ 

That’s Invasive! invasive species Europe, 2 Seas area (Fr, Bel, NL, UK) iRecord Biological Records Centre, Observation.org iOS 5.0+, Android 4.0.3+ 

Tijgermug Alert 
Tiger mosquito (Aedes albopictus, Aedes 

aegypti) 
Netherlands 

Not applicable, data sent through email to 

info@tijgermug.info 
 iOS 6.0+, Android 4.0+ 

Tigatrapp Tiger mosquito (Aedes albopictus) Spain, Europe internal iOS 7.0+, Android 1.6+ 



IAS dedicated apps in Europe 

Free ! 
Geographic scope 

Mostly (north)western Europe 
Seggregation of the app stores per country 

Taxonomic scope: single species vs thematic groups 
Terrestrial, freshwater and marine environments 
Apps for recording all species versus dedicated apps 

General apps yield far more data on IAS 
Very few are fit for registration of management actions whilst there 

are user needs for this 
Relatively little feedback to observers 

Personal ‘stats’ 
Interactive maps (e.g. see other people’s records in the vicinity) 
Social media integration, gamification etc. 

 
 
 



Issues of project management  
Project management 

money for app creation is the “easy” part  
securing investment in promotion and maintenance is 
challenging 

Essential for recruitment and retention of participants 
Essential to anticipate technological advances 
Essential for maintaining data quality 

App dies after project ends 
Data maintenance 
Validation 

volunteer confusion/ fatigue due to overabundance of projects 
following new technological advances 

tendency to “use once and throw away”  impairs data 
quality 

Many contributors with one or only a few records 
Audience of “regulars” for an average IAS app is small 

 



An app is not enough ! 



  

  

  

How many apps are enough ? 







  

  

  

The case of That’s Invasive! 





  

  

  

That’s Invasive! 





IAS dedicated apps in Europe 

Geographic scope 
Taxonomic scope: single species vs thematic groups 
 
 
 



Issues with data interoperability 

 
 
 



Issues of database interoperability 
and harmonisation  

Manager needs all available data for his/her area in one place 
Need to facilitate exchange between data warehouses of 
apps and existing early warning platforms 
Share data to multiple platforms 

Scientists and decision makers working within the framework 
of the European IAS Regulation often need data on a larger e.g. 
pan-European scale 

Less practical for EWRR 
Deposit app data in open data repositories 
Licences issues (ensure data and associated mediafiles do 
not get separated) 
Appropriate metadata (e.g. NBN, GBIF metadata profile) 

smartphone applications need to build on internationally 
agreed data standards (e.g. Darwin Core  for occurrence, 
Audubon Core for multimedia recordings) 

 



Issues of database interoperability 
and harmonisation  

? create a common platform/promote existing platform (e.g. 
EASIN, DAISIE) for uploading data originating from apps, or for 
mirroring validated data into a single, easy to use web service 

? Build tools for species alerts upon that 
 



Lessons for data management plans 

consideration of objectives, target audience & understanding 
recording community and recorder needs 

understand the needs of the users throughout planning and 
development process 

constantly evaluate, revise, and refine mobile tools  
what are users willing to do  
what dot they expect in return 
meeting data requirements of the scientific community 

combine recording with awareness raising and improve user 
engagement with certain audiences 

social media interaction 
balance quality data with usability 

 



Apps for management registration 

Example: RATTENAPP (Flemish Environment Agency) 
App  warehouse  management application  website 
Data are often not publicly available 

Own mobile device management platform 
 
 



 
Development APP 

• Business Analysis app: 18k€ 
• Development app: 70k€ 
• Cost of Galaxy S5 smartphones (100): 55k€ 
• NFC tags (17.000): 16k€ 
• Mobile Device Management: Citrix Xenapp: 91 k€ * 

Operational cost 
• Maintenance contract: recurrent 20k€/y 
• Data cost smartphones: 4,3k€/y 
• Maintenance  smartphones, 13€/md personal data 

 
 

 

 

Budgetary impact 



Recommendations 

data collected should be suitable for the purposes (e.g. early 
warning, rapid response, management, research) it is intended 
for; 

Take into account the target audience, understand the 
biological recording community and recorder needs and 
motivations; 

Ensure that applications generate data in standardized format 
and feed into central record collection systems; 

Address issues of data verification, use of existing ratified data 
models and data quality in a functional analysis phase; 

Ensure sustainable funding or think of other solutions for 
technical updates, data verification and retention of participants 
after the project ends; 

 





Recommendations 

Invest in volunteer management and interaction with users e.g. 
through feedback on survey campaigns and control actions; 

develop volunteer-led recording schemes where volunteers 
are trained for data verification 
stimulate co-creation 

Communicate to users why their records are useful and how 
they may be used; 

Inform users about issues of intellectual property rights of 
records and associated media files so that this does not restrict 
further usage; 

Horizon scan technological advances to improve the 
functionality of apps. 

 
 



Further reading 

doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.3391/mbi.2015.6.2.12 
doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.3391/mbi.2015.6.2.02  
 

http://dx.doi.org/10.3391/mbi.2015.6.2.12
http://dx.doi.org/10.3391/mbi.2015.6.2.12
http://dx.doi.org/10.3391/mbi.2015.6.2.02
http://dx.doi.org/10.3391/mbi.2015.6.2.02


Thank you! 
Co-authors & collaborators: Michael Sutton-Croft,  Katy Owen,  

Dimitri Brosens,  Johan van Valkenburg, Dave Kilbey, Quentin 
Groom,  Carolin Ehmig, Florian Thürkow,  Peter Van Hende,  
Katrin Schneider 

 
 
 



Beware! 




